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Trading with and procuring services from third countries 

- Bringing Russian electricity imports to zero is a positive development. It certainly 

provides complementary impetus for developing new generation projects in the Baltics 

and removes a big distortion of competition;

- The parallel work of Baltic electricity systems with Russian electricity system continues 

and balancing supplies are unaffected. But for how long time?

- In Elering’s yesterday’s press release Inter RAO and its subsidiaries were mentioned to 

be sanctioned companies. Therefore, how long can Inter RAO continue as an open 

balance provider to Baltic electricity systems? Are we paying in rubles?

- The main question is how much the developments of last months have impacted the 

plans of Baltic TSOs regarding introduction of Baltic system services market?



Opening of Baltic system services market

- It is our belief that TSOs need to speed up the preparatory works and bring the partial 

opening of the market closer than initially planned 2025; 

PS! In its response letter of 2 May 2022 TSOs agreed to analyse this possibility so that 

required preparations would be made by the end of 2023.

- We have strong conviction that system services should be provided on market basis. 

TSOs should not operate in this market and they should eventually sell to the market their 

generation and storage assets. Lithuania and Estonia have disclosed their positions in this 

respect, we wait the same from Latvia;

- We are still missing proper storage regulation in the Baltics, which would end double 

taxation of electricity which is taken from the grid and then given back into the grid. 

Estonia has provisions in law, which are not yet implemented, Lithuania’s regulation is 

tailor made for Kruonis and Latvia is missing respective regulation.



Balancing energy prices are very high, certainly not cost-based

On 4 March 2022 Eesti Energia sent to Baltic NRAs a request to investigate price developments in 

the Baltic balancing market and provide guidance how market participants should behave in and 

between different market segments of the electricity markets. Response is pending. 



Speedy introduction of FI-EE FTR is required

- Price differences between FI and EE are very high

- We are pleased with the work done so far by TSOs

- Recently done public consultation regarding required 

methodologies was rather easy to digest 

- Hoping that there will be no surprising obstacles when 

it comes to endorsing and adoption of required 

methodologies and products for 2023 can be auctioned


